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O'Reilly Media, Inc, USA. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Flash 8: The Missing
Manual, Kate J. Chase, Macromedia's Flash 8 is the world's premier program for adding animation
to websites. And with the latest version, this popular program becomes more versatile, letting
beginning webmasters and expert developers alike create sophisticated web content. But Flash
isn't intuitive. And it doesn't come with a manual. Whether you want to learn the basics or unleash
the program's true power, "Flash 8: The Missing Manual" is the ideal instructor. This hands-on guide
to today's hottest web design tool is aimed at nondevelopers, and it teaches you how to translate
your ideas into great web content. It begins with a solid primer on animation, which helps you get
comfortable with the Flash interface. Once you have these basics under your belt, "Flash 8: The
Missing Manual" moves on to advanced animations, including adding special effects and audio,
video, and interactivity to your presentations. When you're really feeling steady, the book shows
how to use a dollop of ActionScript to customize your content. It then teaches you how to publish
your Flash creations for web surfers everywhere to enjoy. Along the way, the book shows...
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Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist-- Timmothy Schulist
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